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ABSTRACT  

Human–induced global threats are compelling many anthropologists to rethink roles, methods, and 

paradigms and engage in public debate and action on energy policies, extraction processes, commodity 

chains, and consumption.  Laura Nader’s Energy Reader embodies her decades-long engagement as a 

catalyst for public debate on US energy issues.  Tanja Winther’s Impact of Electricity exemplifies 

ethnography informing development practice. Strauss and colleagues’ Cultures of Energy reflects diverse 

approaches seeking to build cultural understandings to inform energy choices. There remains a need for 

collaboration with anthropologists embedded in energy-related agencies—positioned where they can 

leverage anthropological knowledge to push policy envelopes. 
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BODY 

ENERGY ANTHROPOLOGY: RE-DEFINING ROLES, METHODS, AND PARADIGMS 

Oil Spills, nuclear melt-downs, coal mine explosions, health and seismic effects of hydraulic fracking, 

increasingly extreme drought, floods, hurricanes and melting glaciers– these human–induced global 

threats are compelling many anthropologists to rethink their roles, methods, and paradigms and engage 

in public debate and action on energy policies, extraction process, commodity chains, and consumption.  

Emerging from this engagement is an engaged energy anthropology represented in the three 

publications reviewed here. 

I approach this review as a scholar practitioner, applying anthropological theory in practice and using 

practitioner experience to expand anthropological perspectives on critical issues (Wasson et. al 2013).  I 

have worked within international development agencies, as well as non-governmental organizations, as 

an internal advocate for humanizing the development paradigm for over 30 years. Infrastructure has 

been my focus for the past decade (Clarke 1991, 2013). I begin by briefly contextualizing the authors’ 

work within the development of Energy Anthropology in its various forms. I examine the aims, issues 

addressed, approach to Energy Anthropology, key insights and potential readership for in each volume 

and conclude with reflections on future directions for Energy Anthropology.  

The Legacy of Anthropological Engagement with Energy 

Energy is not a new analytical focus for anthropologists. In the 1940’s Leslie White (1943) articulated a 

theory of culture and energy, positing that cultural evolution is linked to increasing amounts of energy 

harnessed and/or efficiency of technological means to harness it. He formulated this in an era of 

widespread belief in limitless progress through technological advancement using bountiful fossil fuel 

resources and atomic energy (Boyer 2014, Nader 2011, Paladino and Simonelli 2013; Strauss et.al 2013).  
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Writing during the 1970’s oil crisis, White’s student Richard Adams (1975), warned that humans can live 

on earth indefinitely only if they change the mix of energy forms used and reduce energy conversion.  .   

Influenced by White’s vision, as well as the systems models of ecologists, particularly Howard Odum 

(1971), cultural ecologists such as Roy Rappaport (1975), analyzed energy flows under different modes 

of production, making visible the ecological consequences of intensified production (noted by Nader 

2011, Paladino and Simonelli 2013, Strauss et. al. 2013). Reacting to White’s unilinear approach, Julian 

Steward (1955) argued that social adaptation to different environments led to dissimilar cultural 

outcomes.  Later researchers examined social patterns of harvesting energy resources such as firewood 

and access of rural communities to affordable, appropriate energy technologies. Others scrutinized the 

assumptions underlying energy consumption patterns and their impact on climate change, (Wilhite 

1996, Wilk 2009; noted by Howe 2015, Strauss et. al 2013). Environmental anthropology extended 

beyond the ecosystem level to include supralocal political and economic forces in critical analyses of 

climatic and human impacts of carbon-related activities (Fiske 2012). 

Still others focused on impacts of harnessing various forms of energy on indigenous peoples (Johnston 

et.al. 2007, Schoepfle 1984, noted by Howe 2015, Strauss et al. 2013).  A few anthropologists examined 

the impoverishing impact of involuntary resettlement for hydropower and other energy infrastructure 

construction. For the past 60 years, the Gwembe Tonga Research Project, initiated by Thayer Scudder 

and Elizabeth Colson in 1956, has documented long-term impacts on people displaced by the Kariba 

Hydroelectric Dam on the Zambezi River (Scudder 2007).  

Michael Cernea and other World Bank social scientists leveraged this and other research on negative 

impacts of resettlement, along with grassroots opposition to it, to persuade World Bank decision-

makers to adopt a “safeguard” policy in 1980 to minimize involuntary resettlement, require social 

impact assessments, set standards, and regulate compensation and restoration of livelihoods for all 
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World Bank financed projects (Davis 2004).  Similar policies have been adopted by all major 

development agencies and governments of all 25 Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development countries (Cernea and Mathur 2008). Cernea also developed the impoverishment risk and 

reconstruction model which has been widely adopted internationally in research as well as development 

practice (Cernea 2000, Cernea and Mathur 2008, Cernea 2015), including environmental risk assessment 

(Checker 2007).Scholars continue to offer new perspectives on this persisting problem (Satiroglu and 

Choi 2015). 

Since the 1970s, Laura Nader has played a catalytic role in anthropological engagement on energy 

issues.  She collaborated and debated with energy policy makers and scientists and inspired her students 

at Berkeley to “study up” in energy agencies and join her in informing public debate on U.S. energy 

policy.  In 1975, Nader participated on the U.S. Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems, 

intended to guide energy policy in future decades. In the 1980’s she served on the Committee on 

Behavioral and Social Aspects of Energy Consumption and Production, examining human dimension of 

energy use (Nader 2010). She critically analyzed applications of scientific knowledge in politically 

charged decisions about energy production and use, pointing out that energy experts’ “group-think” was 

part of the problem (Nader 1981, 2010). Nader’s work paved the way for other ethnographies of energy 

experts and the political anthropology of carbon fuels (Boyer 2014).  

Recent Surge of Engagement on Anthropology and Energy 

Although there have been various streams of anthropological research on energy since the 1940’s, 

recently there has been a surge in ethnographic research and public engagement on a wide range of 

energy issues.  Why is this occurring today? A number of anthropologists suggest that energy crises, 

spawn research and policy attention (Boyer 2014, Love and Eisenhour 2016, Strauss et.al. 2013).  Energy 

anthropology today has a sense of urgency and focus based on conflicting and confusing expert 
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messages about national security and energy self-sufficiency, continued patterns of consumption with 

high human and environmental risk, and the potential for climate change and diminishing resources to 

“transform life as we know it.” (Paladino and Simonelli 2013:3).  

Dominic Boyer argues that increased anthropological attention to energy is part of a much larger 

refocusing of the human sciences, recognizing the false dichotomy between natural and human sciences 

in the face of growing evidence of human-induced climate change (Boyer 2014). Focusing more 

narrowly, Thomas Pearson suggests that unconventional oil and gas drilling (hydraulic fracturing, 

“fracking”) in the U.S., Australia, and Europe has been an important stimulus for anthropologists’ 

concerns about energy because they face these extractive industries where they live and work (Pearson 

2014).     

Current anthropological engagement on energy encompasses most subsectors (Strauss et. al. 2013), but 

oil and gas get the lion’s share of this attention, particularly fracking.1 There are also studies on coal,2 

electricity,3 nuclear energy,4 renewable energy,5 and more specifically hydropower,6 wind,7 solar,8 

biofuel, and biogas.9 

Several journal issues on aspects of energy anthropology have emerged from conference panels and 

networking among energy researchers. They reflect the diversity of issues, approaches, conceptual 

models, and methods of contemporary energy anthropology: Anthropology News (Boyer 2011); Culture, 

Agriculture, Food and Environment (Paladino and Simonelli 2013); Anthropological Quarterly (Boyer 

2014); a section of Political Ecology on Fracking (Willow and Wylie 2014).  ExtrAction, a special interest 

group for networking and collaboration among anthropologists and public engagement on fracking and 

other extraction issues also launched (Pearson 2014). In 2016, Economic Anthropology will feature 

energy and the economy (Love and Eisenhour 2016).  . 
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Some journal issues are regionally focused: Energy Research in the Social Sciences features “The 

Expanding Horizon of Renewable Energy in Africa (Hancock 2015); The Journal of Latin American and 

Caribbean Anthropology highlights “Energy Transitions and Climate Change Mitigation” (Howe 2015).  

Contesting Powers: Towards a Political Anthropology of Energy in Latin America critically examines the 

links between energy and development and the ways energy is translated into political power in Bolivia, 

Brazil, Mexico, Nicaragua and Venezuela (McNeish et al. 2015).  

A READER, AN ETHNOGRAPHY, AND A CONVERSATION ABOUT CULTURE AND ENERGY 

Laura Nader’s Energy Reader embodies her decades-long engagement as a catalyst for public debate on 

US energy issues and policies.  Tanja Winther’s Impact of Electricity exemplifies ethnography guided by 

anthropological constructs to inform development practice. Strauss and colleagues’ Cultures of Energy 

reflects the surge of diverse approaches, methods, and changing paradigms of anthropologists seeking 

to build cultural understandings and theory to inform sustainable energy choices. Together they 

represent the emergence of an anthropology of energy in its diverse forms. 

The Energy Reader 

The Energy Reader (2010) , compiled by Laura Nader for courses on ” Ethnography of Energy Policy” and 

revised for a wider citizen audience to encourage “a more generalist approach to the energy problems 

of industrialized societies” (Nader 2010:xvii) focuses on industrialized societies, primarily the US. It is 

intended to provoke critical thinking and public action on these issues. Advocating interdisciplinary 

collaboration on energy, Nader includes articles by physicists, philosophers, economists, engineers, 

entrepreneurs, journalists, historians but few anthropologists. Chapters are drawn from diverse sources 

ranging from Mother Jones and the New York Times to Natural Resources Research and National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory over a wide time span (1932-2009).  
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Readings are organized in six sections. “The Energy Problem,” introduces Nader’s anthropological 

perspective – a holistic approach, taking a long-term perspective that considers the play of power 

relations and recognizes that humans are vulnerable to resource crises. Articles cover cultural evolution, 

the rise of American industrial society, energy transitions, energy researchers’ culture, and impacts of 

uranium mining on Native Americans. Section II, Mind-Sets – A Critical Perspective,” includes papers on 

progress,  use of sociopolitical as well as technical criteria for energy decisions, barriers to thinking 

about energy, and energy myths inhibiting informed public debate and realistic forecasting.  

Part III, “The Politics of Energy,” examines major facets of America’s energy politics in terms of who gets 

what, when, and where. Articles examine barriers to change in US energy policies, the role of oil in 

Western empire building,  riskiness of nuclear byproducts,  overcoming oil dependency, disparities in 

electric costs, and a grassroots vanguard of energy entrepreneurs and activists.  

Part III, “Energy Choices,” traces coal and corporate power since the Industrial Revolution; power 

struggles between miners and owners; fracking; high cost and low reliability and security of nuclear 

energy; potential of solar power; building and appliance standards that reduced electric consumption in 

California; and the negative energy and economic balance of corn ethanol. Part V: “Power Shifts,” 

includes papers on natural capitalism; the growth of SunEdison, the US’s largest solar electricity firm; 

and a Danish Island that went green with wind energy. The final section, “Energy Choices in a 

Democratic Society,” looks at the failed US energy policies and creative renewable energy responses by 

ordinary people. 

Chapters written by Nader and jointly with others provide the anthropological thread of continuity.  

Assumptions that progress requires increasing technology, energy always improves quality of life, 

energy prices reflect all the costs are all debunked. She studied the culture of energy scientists to 

understand their inability to envision a different path to energy sustainability, and found constraints in 
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their training, workplace, and networks. Institutions and bureaucracies that trained and hired scientists 

and organized their work appeared to expect creativity but actually required conformity, standardized 

thinking, and compartmentalized expertise (Nader 1981a, 1996, 2004, Nader and Milleron 1979).   

Nader (2004) contrasts three theories of change that reflect different mindsets on energy: 1) linear 

models assume progress is inevitable and irreversible (used by nuclear scientists); 2) crisis models 

conceptualizing change as a punctuated series of events alternating stability with crisis (applied by 

energy scientists, government commissions, and corporations); and 3) incremental models visualizing 

change as bit by bit and quasi reversible (pursued by  eco-pioneers, energy conservationists, and 

innovative consumers and entrepreneurs to create renewable energy solutions). 

Reviewer Cymene Howe (2013) recommends the Reader for students, and anthropology energy studies. 

Nader’s essays also offer important insights energy specialists in all fields to help them reframe their 

thinking about US and global energy issues. The volume is also a resource for energy activists seeking to 

bring a human face to energy policy debates. The volume will disappoint those looking for discussion of 

energy issues in non-industrialized countries.  

Ethnography: the Impact of Electricity in Zanzibar 

The Impact of Electricity: Development, Desires, and Dilemmas (2008) by Tanja Winther, a senior 

researcher at the Center for Development and Environment at the University of Oslo, is an ethnographic 

analysis of the interplay between the social-cultural context and technology in Zanzibar.  She aims to 

shed light on social and other dynamics in the relationship between people and electricity to inform 

electricity planning policies and practices to foster local participation, agency, gender equality, and 

sustainable energy consumption.  
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Winther’s is one of the few ethnographies of a “successful” energy project, as judged by project 

recipients as well as government and development agencies.  Her study is even more unique because 

she trained in power engineering and participated as an engineer in Zanzibar’s electrification project ten 

years prior to her research, providing her special entre to energy experts and their data. The study site 

was also atypical because local people initiated the electrification project in a community which was not 

included in the original electrification plans.  

For Winther, an important part of the agenda for energy anthropology is a framework of sustainable 

energy consumption with environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable energy policies and 

practices. With this in mind, she examines how the introduction of electricity impacted social life and 

conversely how the socio-cultural context affected the way that electricity was perceived, adopted, and 

consumed.   

Ten chapters structure the ethnography. The Introduction locates the research in anthropological theory 

and international development issues, describes the quantitative and qualitative methodology used, and 

offers a reflexive description of Winther’s fieldwork experience. “Powers of the Past” introduces the 

research location and people, the history of electrification in Zanzibar, and utility company perspectives.  

“The Rural Electrification Project, “describes goals and outcomes of the electrification project since the 

1980s. “Electrifying Uroa” details how local people mobilized to bring electricity to their community and 

the conflicts that ensued. ”Discourses of Development” analyzes communication about development at 

the village and national level, including the media, in a context of increasing incomes, declining kinship 

ties, economic stratification, and battles over values, particularly between women and men.  

” The Electricity Company in the Village” focuses on experiences of electric customers, their lack of 

information, their distrust of the utility company, and the increasing government control over the 

community since electrification. “Uroa by Night” explores how lighting restructured outdoor space as 
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well as human connections with spirits. “Introducing Objects of Desire” tackles the dynamics underlying 

energy consumption by scrutinizing decision making around appliance purchases “Reorganizing Interior 

Space,” examines effects of electric lights and television sets on social interaction, particularly gender 

power relations within and between families, as well as impacts on time use.  

“Negotiating Tastes in Food” analyzes differences in reasons behind women’s and men’s aversion to 

electric cookers and freezers. “Electricity Makes a Difference” sums up the perceptions of local people 

regarding the impact of electrification on their everyday lives and implications for current debates on 

development and poverty. Winther found that local people associated electricity with being modern and 

saw significant benefits -- access to radio and television information and entertainment, improved 

health services, and reduced time women and girls spent on domestic chores. She suggests that Uroans’ 

community-generated participation disproves the common assumption that local participation in 

infrastructure projects is extremely difficult. She also flags gender disparities, information gaps, and 

significant proportion of expenditures going for electricity as development concerns. 

Winther documents not only what happened socially and economically after electrification, but also the 

processes by which it happened which is important to guide energy planners and managers on what 

needs to be done to improve social outcomes. Particularly useful in this light are her analyses of local 

level political and cultural dynamics in relation to electrification, conflict associated with electrification, 

locally-generated participation, negative dynamics between customers and the utility company, and 

gender differences in perceptions, experiences, and benefits. Winther’s ethnography is clearly an 

important contribution to Energy Anthropology, concretely making Wilhite’s (2005) case that “energy 

needs anthropology.” 

Reviewer Michael Brian Schiffer noted that “the nuanced discussions of electrification’s effects on 

Uroans are a valuable empirical contribution to studies of technological change.”  He also suggests that 
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“Winther’s empirical account of how the changes are actually perceived and experienced by Uroans lays 

a foundation for building models to predict electrification effects in future projects – assuming that 

relevant ethnographic information is collected at the outset” (Schiffer 2009).  

This ethnography will be useful to anthropologists and researchers in other disciplines addressing 

energy issues, particularly electrification and consumption. If offers valuable insights for energy 

planners, utilities, development practitioners, and nongovernmental organizations working on 

electrification and consumption policies and projects.  It would be a worthy compliment to course 

readings on energy issues, consumption, and practicing anthropology. 

Conversations on Cultures of Energy 

Chapters in Cultures of Energy: Power, Practices, and Technologies editors Sarah Strauss, Stephanie 

Rupp, and Thomas Love interrogate energy production, distribution, and consumption as it is 

experienced, understood, and contested through cultural frameworks. The goal is to build cultural 

understandings of energy in everyday life to help mitigate environmental effects and social 

consequences of energy choices at all levels.  

Sarah Strauss, University of Wyoming, visiting scientist, National Center for Atmospheric Research and 

visiting professor, Department of Geoscience. University of Fribourg, specializes in climate change, 

energy, and health.  Stephanie Rupp, Lehman College, City University of New York focuses on cultures of 

energy and African forest communities. Thomas Love Linfield College, investigates central Andean and 

Pacific Northwest energy and human ecology issues. 

The volume is organized in five parts with summary conversations aiming to spark wider discussion of 

energy issues in classrooms and communities. The Introduction presents the editors’ vison of energy 

anthropology focusing on how people: experience and utilize various types of energy, manage its flow, 
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and think about and experience it. They insist that energy anthropology must “also analyze multiple 

contested meanings [of energy]” (Strauss et.al:12).  They also assess the state of energy research in 

anthropology.  

Part I “Theorizing Energy and Culture” offers two contrasting frameworks. Taking a big-picture, 

transdisciplinary approach, Alf Hornburg proposes a “radical reinterpretation of technology” in an 

“anthropology of sustainability” that examines “how material and semiotic processes are intertwined” 

(53-54). He argues that all the issues associated with the energy crisis are facets of one major problem: 

the incongruity of modern social institutions and policies with the second law of thermodynamics (ie. 

the conversion of energy is not limitless). Most problematic for Hornburg are general purpose money, 

used as “fictive energy,” and beliefs in economic growth and technological progress such that “world 

markets conceal asymmetric flows of energy that contribute to global inequalities in the distribution of 

technology, purchasing power, and environmental quality” (51).  

Harold Wilhite applies social practice theory to shift thinking about consumption of energy from a focus 

on individuals to an examination of interactions between things, people, knowledge, and social context. 

He argues that “substantial energy savings will not happen through voluntarism or public policy dictates 

alone. Transformation to a low energy society will require aggressive public policies, active consumers, 

and a shared understanding that sustainable ways of consuming energy offers opportunities to improve 

the quality of life“(69).  

Part 2 “Culture and Energy: Technology, Meaning, and Cosmology “explores meanings associated with 

different energy resources and technologies. Stephanie Rupp constructs conceptual maps of New 

Yorker’s responses to make her case that , lacking technical knowledge about energy,” New Yorkers 

apply multiple and hybrid images—magical, spiritual, corporeal, political, as well as technical -- to 

explain the force [energy] that enables their everyday lives,” (79). She stresses that, if we hope to 
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change the way everyday people think about and use energy, we need to “investigate how multiple 

ideas of energy create contemporary perceptions, understandings, and expectations of energy.”  

Chelsea Chapman analyzes conflicting conceptions of the world shaping meanings of energy and its 

potential value for different groups in Yukon flats Alaska, as reflected in controversy over a proposed 

land swap to gain US government refuge land for oil drilling.  Energy companies and civic leaders as well 

as local legislators envisioned the inevitability oil and gas exploration and profits as destiny and 

attempted to persuade Fisheries and Wildlife staff to shift from a conservation mandate to one of profit. 

Native communities who conceptualized “energy as relational, circulatory, and manifest in healthy 

interactions between humans and other beings,” rallied an outpouring of local opposition that halted 

the land swap.   

Sarah Strauss and Devin Reeser investigate the creation of wind co-ops in Wyoming and the opposition 

those efforts generated as they reflect larger questions of siting and scale in wind energy development.  

They compare the agency-mediated social capital of the coalition of wind co-ops with the more 

spontaneous, grassroots nature of the coalition opposed to wind development. They conclude that the 

opposing groups have similar values, including a sense of heritage and attachment to the land but 

express them in very different preferred futures for reasons that are “emotional and aesthetic, not 

economic“(121). 

Andrew Mason examines the culture and power of energy consulting firms engaged in national and 

international energy futures. He explains how they formalize and commodify energy knowledge, thus 

influencing corporate and national energy policies and assessment of risk associated with energy 

development.  
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Part 3 “Electrification and Transformation” focuses on the cultural, symbolic, and political shifts 

associated with electrification in Africa and South America.  Thomas Love and Anna Garwood describe 

the effects of wind turbine, solar, and mini-hydro generated electricity in a poor, rural, highland village   

in Peru, on social processes, cultural understandings, and self-reliance.  They suggest that, while 

electrification connected village people to urban lifestyles, during project development they strategically 

played their rural identities to their advantage knowing that project benefits were reserved for people 

who lived in the community full-time. They describe local relations with a multinational gold mine 

connected to the national grid by high power wires running over but not connected to the village. This 

included legal battles between local and national governments over control of water rights, sparked by 

environmental damage from mine processing chemicals.    

Tanja Winther focuses on “re-creation” of the social order and formation of new light and soundscapes 

in electrifying living rooms in Zanzibar by contrasting them with social interaction in a living room 

illuminated only by kerosene. Uroans balanced the ideal of modern life with material modesty and 

adherence to Islamic moral values. Electric lighting created a freer evening atmosphere resembling 

daytime social interactions, thus enabling shifts in gendered use of space. Light also strengthened the 

power of the Mosque. 

Michael Degani examines the entanglement of donor pressure to adopt “the standard model’ of energy 

reform (privatization to unbundle state power monopolies into separate private generation, 

transmission, and distribution components) with the onset of multiparty elections, drought diminished 

hydropower generation, and corruption in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. He contrasts donor-guided “politics 

of the air conditioner,” focused on long term goals of unleashing free market growth, with the national 

elite “politics of the veranda,” operating rent-seeking schemes with short term goals of preserving 

political power in an increasingly competitive environment. Faced with electric shortages, expenses, 
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unreliability, and corruption, consumers carved out “provisional pathways” for access through a 

“parallel bureaucracy” of unofficial electrical technicians who adjusted meters and tariffs for a service 

fee. (187).  

Part Four “Energy Contested: Culture and Power” addresses social and political conflicts generated by 

energy risks and opportunities within and between communities. Elizabeth Cartwright delves into the 

health, environmental, and cultural impacts of fracking using an “eco-risk” model.  She argues that a 

three-way interaction creates eco-risk which, in the case of fracking, takes the form of: 1) heightened 

awareness of immediate dangers communicated by media; 2) incomplete quantified scientific data used 

to support or reject fracking; and 3) changing legal structures surrounding use of fracking technology.” 

She makes the case that “fracking is emotionally charged and highly ambiguous” (210) and “the eco-

risks associated with fracking are perceived and understood based on local knowledge and they are 

embedded in current political discourses.”(211). 

Jessica Smith Rolston debunks the “Gillette Syndrome,” that associates boomtowns with social 

pathology—drinking, delinquency, depression, and divorce. During 21 months of research in the Powder 

River Basin and a lifetime in Gillette, Wyoming as the daughter of a mining mechanic, Rolston found that 

energy workers recalled longstanding relationships they helped foster, not conflict or isolation. Rather 

than travelling to Gillette to escape social conventions, most moved to start families or find steadier 

financial support for them. Social divisions between mine employees and communities impacted by 

mining were not impermeable; ranchers worked in the mines because full-time ranching was viable only 

for the wealthiest. She argues that understanding social impacts of energy development requires 

“understanding the structural factors that create inequalities and… more thorough analysis of the 

perceptions and experiences of workers and long-term residents alike.” (216). 
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Derek Newberry argues that it is crucial to study the experts driving increasingly techno-scientific 

governance to make sense of complex networks of energy circulation. He investigated the Brazilian 

biofuel industry, focusing on a government-funded energy think tank and found that energy researchers 

drew sharp distinctions between their own objectivity, transparency, and quantification of data and the 

intuitive and experiential evidence used by activists and policy makers. Yet in their own work in areas of 

uncertainty, researchers relied on qualitative information from refinery experts and visits to refineries. 

Applying this to anthropology, Newberry advises that “anthropologists of energy need to remain 

reflexively attentive to the specific intellectual genealogies, professional relationships, and affective 

experiences of energy that subtly structure our own understanding of this phenomenon” (237). 

Scott Vadehey analyzes a dispute over a proposal to run power lines for transmitting renewable energy 

through a middleclass suburban neighborhood. Viewing the powerlines as threatening to health, 

lifestyle, investment, and nature, neighbors deployed social and political power to re-route the 

powerline outside their community. Vadehey notes that large centralized power systems are energy-

intensive to maintain and difficult to change. He suggests that small local community organizations, 

working to maintain shared values and goals, could become hubs of suburban energy efficiency, and 

sustainability as energy becomes less available. Many suburban neighborhoods have begun growing 

community gardens and installing solar panels and rain catchment systems. 

Part Five, “Energy Contested: Borders and Boundaries,” looks at transboundary consequences of energy 

politics. Giza Weszkalnys applies an anthropological lens to enrich understanding of the “resource 

curse,” characterized by economists and political scientists as social and political friction, military 

conflicts, corruption, violence and even economic stagnation associated with oil and other high value 

resource exploitation.  In the African island states of Sao Tome and Principe, where oil exploration was 

anticipated, she found that concerns about the resource curse had shaped expectations, new oil 
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legislation, and campaigns aiming to help the country escape the curse. She characterizes oil’s “magic” 

and curse as a “historically determined material outcome of a complex set of relations between people, 

technologies, and things articulated in particular locales” (278). 

Lisa Breglia analyzes transboundary issues around deep water oil drilling in the Western Gulf of Mexico 

in a major Yucatan Peninsula watershed that is home base for Mexico’s offshore oil operations in the 

Gulf. Although the Mexican concept of “patrimonial sea,” claimed Mexican rights over most of the Gulf,  

the United Nations Convention on Law of the Sea mapped sovereign territories for Mexico, the US, and 

Cuba with buffer zones.  The Mexican government was concerned about the higher concentration of 

deep water drilling on the US side near the boundary but the national oil company lacked the equipment 

and technology to compete. Mexico had to rely on private international firms for deep drilling. She 

concludes that “the gulf is a shared hydrological system but also a contested geopolitical zone. As long 

as multinational oil serves providers have the upper hand in deciding the future of energy, the logic of 

drilling at any cost will continue to win out over public interest” (295). 

Thomas McGuire and Diane Austin explore internal and external forces influencing responses of 

Americans living and working in communities affected by Gulf offshore drilling and production (299). 

They describe the embeddedness of oil and gas in a broad range of livelihoods in Louisiana, even in the 

wake of the Deepwater Horizon blowout, and despite the scattering of rig workers in fewer[MH1], larger 

operations. Communities impacted by the prohibition of fishing, shrimping, and oystering in the Gulf 

reacted negatively to the moratorium on deep water drilling which cost even more jobs. Given the 

embeddedness of oil in gulf community identities and economies, the authors suggest that the 

Deepwater Horizon disaster is not likely to be a game changer for environmental management or fossil 

fuels extraction and use. They conclude with the irony that only the oil and gas industry has adequate 

revenue to finance coastal restoration. 
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In the Afterword, Laura Nader argues that anthropologists need “to bond with specialist talents not 

found in anthropology… who share the anthropological perspective” (319). She stresses the need for 

long-term thinking, looking at the evolution of human’s relations with energy and potential impacts of 

energy, particularly nuclear waste, on future generations. She concludes that “challenging assumptions 

is what anthropologists should be able to address, noticing the black swans [events and ideas that turn 

things on their head] before others begin noticing them” (322). 

Reviewer Anna Willow ((2013) suggests that Cultures of Energy “is dominated by ethnographic case 

studies, begging the question of how energy will be theorized and how anthropologies of energy will 

advance ongoing theoretical debates.” Willow also questions what impact the volume will have outside 

anthropological circles.  Willow finds the volume is too complex for introductory anthropology classes 

but very suitable for upper-division undergraduate and graduate seminars. For Geographer Breffni 

Lennon (2013) the book has considerable cross-disciplinary appeal. Although it ”rests predominantly on 

North American experiences and grounds itself rather strictly in anthropology… this in no ways 

diminishes its contribution to geographic debates on the subject, but rather enhances it.” 

Cultures of Energy is a welcome addition to a rapidly developing area of study, reflecting the diversity of 

approaches and perspectives on the cultural dimensions of energy. From a scholar-practitioner 

perspective, few chapters articulate energy solutions – concrete next steps needed to address energy 

issues. Many focus on perceptions and contested meanings associated with energy problems. For 

anthropologists working on interdisciplinary teams in energy and development agencies, many of the 

book’s significant insights need to be condensed and translated into plain English for non-social scientist 

colleagues.   

WHITHER ENERGY ANTHROPOLOGY? 
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Dimensions of Energy Anthropology 

An impressive surge of anthropologists has converged to engage with energy related global and local 

issues. Drawn from different sub-disciplines --environmental, legal, political, economic, medical, and 

other anthropologies-- they bring diverse conceptual frameworks to bear on energy issues- social 

practice, political ecology, social justice, and others. They embrace the cross-disciplinary nature of 

energy research. 

Energy anthropologists interrogate the forces shaping the prevailing high-technology, capital intensive, 

and corporate dominated energy production systems as well as issues of power imbalances, inadequate 

institutions for energy governance, and local level initiatives that fill governance gaps. They analyze the 

culture of energy experts, enhance knowledge about how people understand and experience energy, 

and document small renewable energy successes. They theorize about various dimensions of people’s 

relationship with power and debunk long-held dichotomies such as: natural vs. human sciences, symbols 

vs. artifacts, global vs. local, academic vs. practicing anthropology.  They make creative use of digital 

technologies for networking, participatory research, and monitoring energy companies. They rally to the 

call for public engagement, and, for some, activism.  

Leveraging Knowledge to Change Policies and Paradigms 

One window of opportunity for changing the prevailing energy paradigm that appears to be little 

explored is collaboration with energy insiders --anthropologists and other social scientist embedded in 

energy-related agencies, donor agencies, and offices of political decision-makers—positioned in the 

policy stream where they can leverage anthropological knowledge to push the policy envelope (Fiske 

2012).  Anthropologists also work within energy companies to inform product and service decisions 

based on research on customer uses, needs, and constraints (Locton et Al 2013, Logstrup et al. 2013).  
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Insider anthropologists understand the organizational culture and institutional rules of the game, are 

fluent in agency acronyms and technical “languages,” and have established networks of colleagues who 

trust and value their opinions. They design and manage research programs, serve as social and gender 

experts on energy and other multi-disciplinary teams,  participate in negotiations with partner country 

decision-makers, and a few lead units, networks, and even agencies. Even though they may not publish 

articles in anthropological journals, they can leverage knowledge generated by energy anthropologists 

to influence energy policy agendas.  

To illustrate the knowledge leveraging process with a few concrete examples, internal advocacy for 

addressing adverse social impacts of economic development by several anthropologists and sociologists 

in the World Bank changed the organization’s operating model to incorporate social development along 

with economic growth. These scholar practitioners focused on analytical frameworks for social and 

political factors that support inclusion, social integration, and sustainable development. In addition to 

social safeguards noted earlier, their efforts deepened World Bank understanding of the causes of 

impoverishment and promoted greater engagement with civil society (Davis 2004). They developed a 

framework and methodology for Poverty and Social Impact Assessments (PSIA) and one of the early 

PSIAs focused on coal mining sector reform in Romania (World Bank 2005). To influence World Bank 

thinking and operations, they commissioned research and hosted dialogues on topics such as 

participation, local level institutions, social capital, inclusion, conflict, and the social dimensions of 

climate change.  

The Future of Energy Anthropology 

The future of energy anthropology is very promising.  An engaged energy anthropology may well 

contribute to broader rethinking of the roles of anthropologists and a shift in paradigms guiding theory 

and practice in anthropology and energy policy. Jean Schensul conceptualizes engaged anthropology as 
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“constant and ongoing development of socially constructed theory produced through the interaction of 

the anthropologist(s) with collaborators including partners from those communities with which the 

anthropologist is working most closely,” which enables shared ownership of practice and theory with 

research participants. Rather striving only for individual theorizing and publication, this vision of 

scholarship involves “production of knowledge through action, and the conduct of theoretically driven 

and evaluated approaches to change” (Schensul and Odell Butler 2012:300).  This is a positive pathway 

for an engaged economic anthropology that shifts energy paradigms in significant ways. 
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